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Every degree of the zodiac is allocated a very specific symbol, called a Sabian symbol, so in all, there 
are 360 Sabian symbols. That means that each of the ten planets in your natal chart is connected to a 
specific Sabian symbol, as are your four angles; the Midheaven or the Medium Coeli, Imum Coeli or 
the Nadir, Ascendant and Descendant. Many eminent Astrologers suggest 
an individual is revealed in the Sabian symbolism, yet most people are unfamiliar with these 
enigmatic visual keys to the deeper aspects of life's mysteries.

The Sabian Symbols where created though a collaboration between 
astrol
channelling and assignment of the symbols took place in Balboa Park, 
San Diego in 1925. Marc Edmund Jones had prepared 360 cards, each 
marked with a degree of the zodiac before Elsie began the task of 
channelling. As she described each individual visionary symbol, Marc 
Edmund Jones shuffled the cards face down before drawing one at 
random and assigning Elsie's vision to the degree noted on the card. 
During the course of one day all 360 symbols were chann
and assigned by Marc Edmund Jones, which was a massive 
achievement by any standards.

The symbols were named the Sabian Symbols by Marc Edmund Jones because he believed that Elsie 
Wheeler had tapped into what he called the 'ancient mind matri
Mesopotamia. 

The short key word commentaries found here are intended to provide a clue to the meaning of each 
symbol and can be used to gain deeper insight into your natal chart or as an oracle to help you 
discover a deeper insight to your hopes and fears.

The Sabian Symbols add a great deal of additional depth to the meaning and interpretation of your 
chart and are an invaluable esoteric tool for those who want to work on specific areas of their chart 
in an in-depth way, usually by meditation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Every degree of the zodiac is allocated a very specific symbol, called a Sabian symbol, so in all, there 
symbols. That means that each of the ten planets in your natal chart is connected to a 

specific Sabian symbol, as are your four angles; the Midheaven or the Medium Coeli, Imum Coeli or 
the Nadir, Ascendant and Descendant. Many eminent Astrologers suggest that the entire destiny of 
an individual is revealed in the Sabian symbolism, yet most people are unfamiliar with these 
enigmatic visual keys to the deeper aspects of life's mysteries. 

The Sabian Symbols where created though a collaboration between 
astrologer Marc Edmund Jones and Psychic Elsie Wheeler. The 
channelling and assignment of the symbols took place in Balboa Park, 
San Diego in 1925. Marc Edmund Jones had prepared 360 cards, each 
marked with a degree of the zodiac before Elsie began the task of 
hannelling. As she described each individual visionary symbol, Marc 

Edmund Jones shuffled the cards face down before drawing one at 
random and assigning Elsie's vision to the degree noted on the card. 
During the course of one day all 360 symbols were chann
and assigned by Marc Edmund Jones, which was a massive 
achievement by any standards. 

The symbols were named the Sabian Symbols by Marc Edmund Jones because he believed that Elsie 
Wheeler had tapped into what he called the 'ancient mind matrix' of the Sabian alchemists of ancient 

The short key word commentaries found here are intended to provide a clue to the meaning of each 
symbol and can be used to gain deeper insight into your natal chart or as an oracle to help you 

deeper insight to your hopes and fears. 

The Sabian Symbols add a great deal of additional depth to the meaning and interpretation of your 
chart and are an invaluable esoteric tool for those who want to work on specific areas of their chart 
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1º Aries: A woman has risen out of the ocean, a seal is embracing her. 
Potentiality of selfhood: the individual is emerging from the collective and realizes self for the first 
time. 
 
2º Aries: A comedian entertaining the group. 
Objective understanding through extracting salient elements of being. Joy of life's discovery; or 
escape through humor. 
 
3º Aries: A cameo profile of a man in the outline of his country. 
The individual self as an avatar of greater collective reality; as participant in the larger scheme of 
society or life. 
 
4º Aries: Two lovers strolling through a secluded walk. 
Fullness of conscious participation in life without responsibility. Closing of a cycle of activity, implying 
satiation. 
 
5º Aries: A triangle with wings. 
Evolution of values in the sphere of inward self, but at a stage not yet substantiated. Eagerness for a 
spiritual goal. 
 
6º Aries: A square brightly lighted on one side. 
Primal effort toward individual selfhood. First and uncontrolled interest in any given thing. Great 
inner restlessness. 
 
7º Aries: A man successfully expressing himself in two realms at once. 
Conscious duality by which man first really differentiates himself from the animals. Versatility in work. 
Self-expansion. 
 
8º Aries: A woman's hat with streamers blown by the east wind. 
First real attempt at self-exteriorization and embodiment in consciousness. Individualizing Eastern 
forces are suggested. 
 
9º Aries: A crystal gazer. 
Direction from within. Taking advantage of all factors in a given situation, and knowing when to 
make decisions. Assurance. 
 
10º Aries: A teacher gives new symbolic forms to traditional images. 
Deep understanding, beyond normal means. Abstract seership, integrating the inner and the outer. 
Interpretative gift. 
 
11º Aries: The ruler of a nation. 
Fine stewardship of collective racial ideals. Good and necessary, but unimaginative conformity to 
standards. Idealization. 
 
12º Aries: A flock of wild geese. 



A soul as yet socially immature and unadjusted; not come down to full and steady concrete 
expression. Self-discovery. 
 
13º Aries: A bomb which failed to explode is now safely concealed. 
Intangible fears of nascent selfhood: the creative stirring up of a new perspective and a new identity 
suddenly revealed. 
 
14º Aries: A serpent coiling near a man and a woman. 
Power of higher wisdom manifest in the bi-polar nature. Protection by the higher genius of Self. 
Fulfillment in truth. 
 
15º Aries: An indian weaving a blanket. 
Full and conscious realization of selfhood, through the memory of all the powers acquired in the past. 
Retentiveness. 
 
16º Aries: Brownies dancing in the setting sun. 
Relationship between conscious and unconscious sides of life. Invisible assistance often entailing 
obligation to outer forces. 
 
17º Aries: Two prim spinsters sitting together in silence. 
Poised and dispassionate outlook, involving either great dignity and integrity of self, or inability to live 
life fully. 
 
18º Aries: An empty hammock. 
Rest after some notable achievement. Capacity for consciousness after the act, for reaping fruits of 
activity. Detachment. 
 
19º Aries: The magic carpet of oriental imagery. 
Capacity to transform everyday life by the power of creative significance; or escape in idle fancy. 
 
20º Aries: A young girl feeding birds in winter. 
Participation of self in a life larger than any conception of selfhood. Protection, or the need for it. 
 
21º Aries: A pugilist (boxer) entering the ring. 
Complete immolation of self in things purely 'physical. Intense self-assertiveness, physical and 
psychological. 
 
22º Aries: The gate to the garden of all fulfilled desires. 
Joy and utter lack of inhibitions in objective life. Self-exaltation or bondage to the craving for 
happiness. 
 
23º Aries: A woman in pastel colors carrying a heavy and valuable but veiled load. 
First maturity of conscious life in any phase of experience. Sense of value and delicacy-or 
wastefulness. Innocence. 
 



24º Aries: An open window and a net curtain blowing into a cornucopia. 
Good fortune attending upon the putting forth of effort. Rush of spiritual forces into the conscious 
ego. Protection. 
 
25º Aries: A double promise reveals its inner and outer meanings. 
Fortuitous cooperation between inner and outer elements of being. A sense of responsibility to self or 
to society. 
 
26º Aries: A man possessed of more gifts than he can hold. 
Supreme endowment, and inexhaustibility of resources in all possible life realms. Sometimes 
obsession by potentiality. 
 
27º Aries: Through imagination, a lost opportunity is regained. 
Beginning of mental maturity and slow growth of the creative faculty. Revision of attitude. Mental 
house cleaning. 
 
28º Aries: A large disappointed audience. 
A new light is shed upon cherished ideas. Fearless, constructive and public facing of the facts of 
existence. Adjustment. 
 
29º Aries: The music of the spheres. 
At-one-ment of consciousness with cosmic powers. Harmonic understanding and faith in the order 
and meaning of life. 
 
30º Aries: A duck pond and its brood. 
Essential social cooperativeness and appreciation of selfhood. Also a sense of inner restriction. 
Contentedness. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Taurus: A clear mountain stream. 
Purity, excellence and immediate availability of the strength and power of being. Refreshment. Self-
sustainment. 
 
2º Taurus: An electrical storm. 
A sensing of the power and wonder of nature's forces. Complete transformation of the implication of 
all being. Awe. 
 
3º Taurus: Steps up to a lawn blooming with clover. 
The invitation extended by all nature to man for self-expression. Inspirational possibilities in all 
experience. Hope. 
 
4º Taurus: The pot of gold at the end of the rainbow. 
Unlimited resources. Overflowing sense of power. Prodigality' of spiritual love showered upon seekers 
for the highest. 
 
5º Taurus: A widow at an open grave. 
Revelation of meaning behind fleeting appearances. Restless quest for understanding. Birth from 
illusion into reality. 
 
6º Taurus: A bridge being built across a gorge. 
Conquest of difficulties and limitations by intelligence. Directed effort toward solving a problem. 
Channel-ship. 
 
7º Taurus: A woman of samaria comes to draw water from the well. 
The gaining of perspective by a return to ancient sources of being. Introspective approach to 
collective unconscious. 
 
8º Taurus: A sleigh without snow. 
Independence of the will of the self from outer circumstances. Power to mould life upon the pioneer's 
prophetic vision. 
 
9º Taurus: A christmas tree decorated. 
A symbol of the promise which outer life offers to the pure in heart; of immortality through giving of 
self to the race. 
 
10º Taurus: A red cross nurse. 
Natural, unrestrained pouring of self in service to one's fellow men. Self-expression through 
compassionate understanding. 
 
11º Taurus: A woman sprinkling flowers. 
Man's and natures creative partnership of service and beauty. Nature's rich response to man's care or 
lack of care. 
 
12º Taurus: A young couple walk down main- street, window-shopping. 



Inner interest in outer life that leads to whole-souled participation and achievement. Self-projection. 
Estimation. 
 
13º Taurus: A porter carrying heavy baggage. 
joy of effort put forth. Faith in the eventual results of a simple plunging ahead in things. Extreme of 
self-reliance. 
 
14º Taurus: On the beach, children play while shellfish grope at the edge of the water. 
Need for a realization of life's unity in the multiplicity of its forms. Unconscious contact with higher 
stages of being. 
 
15º Taurus: A man with rakish silk hat, muffled against the cold, braves a storm. 
Supremacy of conscious mind over brute nature forces. Full appreciation of outer difficulties. Great 
inner resources. 
 
16º Taurus: An old teacher fails to interest his pupils in traditional knowledge. 
Conscious possession of greater knowledge and potentiality than can be used. Great inner fullness. 
Spiritual loneliness. 
 
17º Taurus: A symbolical battle between 'swords' and 'torches'. 
Struggle between might and enlightenment, physical desires and higher inspirations. Self-orientation. 
Divine enthusiasm. 
 
18º Taurus: A woman airing an old bag through a sunny window. 
Revolt against musty, dark corners of being. Psycho-analysis. Self-dissatisfaction. Strong will for self-
transformation. 
 
19º Taurus: A new continent rising out of the ocean. 
Potentiality for tangible self-manifestation in all beings. Overflowing originality. Spontaneous, rich 
creative urge. 
 
20º Taurus: Wisps of clouds, like wings, are streaming across the sky. 
Exalted state of consciousness; lightness and breadth of being and understanding. Mystical and 
ecstatic self-expansion. 
 
21º Taurus: Moving finger points to significant passages in a book. 
Symbol of spiritual discrimination, of capacity for getting to the heart of any matter. Good memory. 
Perspicacity. 
 
22º Taurus: White dove flying over troubled waters. 
Freedom of understanding; strength based on the possession of a real mission. Transcendent activity. 
Self-extrication. 
 
23º Taurus: A jewellery shop filled with the most magnificent jewels. 
Abundance of permanent spiritual values; or social display of traditional racial achievements. 



Profusion of inner gifts. 
 
24º Taurus: An indian warrior riding fiercely, human scalps hanging at his belt. 
Forceful intrusion of elemental energies in over-conscious selfhood. Return to primal values. Conquest 
of inhibitions. 
 
25º Taurus: A large well-kept public park. 
Social strength of collectivities. Power of traditional culture. Faithfulness to established achievements. 
Immutability. 
 
26º Taurus: A spaniard serenading his senorita. 
Power of well-defined desire that assures success in all life contacts. Imaginative power that compels 
manifestation. 
 
27º Taurus: An old indian woman selling beads. 
Dignified offering of fruits of wisdom to exuberant youth. Patient understanding of destiny; or else 
meddlesomeness. 
 
28º Taurus: A mature woman reawakened to romance. 
New perspective on life, genuine rejuvenation. The compelling charm of mature experience. 
Rebelliousness of inner hopes. 
 
29º Taurus: Two cobblers working at a table. 
A symbol of discursive reason, the battle of "pros and cons" within the inner being. Analytical, 
recapitulative judgment. 
 
30º Taurus: A peacock parading on the terrace of an old castle. 
Personal magnificence or unconscious splendor. Sure retreat for the solitary soul where it can reveal 
its inmost glory. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Gemini: A glass-bottomed boat reveals under-sea wonders. 
Depth of realization in a consciousness constantly in touch with the sources of life. Sensitiveness to 
collective images. 
 
2º Gemini: Santa clause filling stockings furtively. 
The natural beneficence in any normal human heart. Alertness to the wishes of others; the often 
hidden pride of benefactors. 
 
3º Gemini: The garden of the tuileries in paris. 
A degree of genuine aristocracy and perfection of behavior. Self-fulfillment in form and tradition. 
Collective strength. 
 
4º Gemini: Holly and mistletoe bring christmas spirit to a home. 
Holiday spirit as an attempt to preserve for individuals the wealth and power of racial background. 
Social warmth. 
 
5º Gemini: A radical magazine, asking for action, displays a sensational front page. 
The compelling power of social propaganda. Exteriorization of emotional sympathy in organized 
reform. Efficiency. 
 
6º Gemini: Workmen drilling for oil. 
Exaggerated activity in pursuit of material wealth. Capacity to drive oneself in view of future and 
speculative gains. 
 
7º Gemini: An old-fashioned well. 
Deep and mature relationship between man and the basic life-giving reality of his environment. Inner 
assurance; poise. 
 
8º Gemini: Aroused strikers round a factory. 
A stirring of the collective, unconscious factors of being toward the repolarization of the conscious 
ego. Idle protest. 
 
9º Gemini: A quiver filled with arrows. 
Superiority and ease based upon training. Sure marksmanship. Certain self-direction. Preparedness. 
Invisible help in trouble. 
 
10º Gemini: Aeroplane performing a nose-dive. 
Capacity to plunge into experience without surrendering one's principles or self-control. Self-
expansion through sacrifice. 
 
11º Gemini: Newly opened lands offer the pioneer new opportunities for experience. 
New vista of concrete, conscious development. Renewed and enlarged opportunities. Nature's call. for 
the pioneer spirit. 
 
12º Gemini: A black slave-girl demands her rights of her mistress. 



The will to rise above racial conditioning and limitations; or a sense of the need to conform to things 
as they are. 
 
13º Gemini: World famous pianist giving a concert performance. 
Extreme exaltation of social standing. Reaching of climax in selfhood. Ghastly sense of emptiness at 
the end of the quest. 
 
14º Gemini: Two people, living far apart, in telepathic communication. 
Conscious mastery of space-time limitations of ordinary existence. Realization of basic realities in all 
situations. 
 
15º Gemini: Two dutch children talking. 
Conscious approach to spiritual truth and underlying meanings. Open-mindedness. Clarity of thought 
along traditional lines. 
 
16º Gemini: A woman activist in an emotional speech, dramatizing her cause. 
Rising of the human soul in demand for the recognition by the outer nature of the needs of inner 
being. Self-assertion. 
 
17º Gemini: The head of a robust youth changes into that of a mature thinker. 
Progression from robust participation in outer things to a realization of deeper realities. Inborn 
wisdom. Steady growth. 
 
18º Gemini: Two chinese men talking chinese (in a western crowd). 
Alienness, but also independence from environment. Conscious self-sustainment in spite of all 
conditions. Individualization. 
 
19º Gemini: A large archaic volume reveals a traditional wisdom. 
Reserve of collective knowledge and wisdom beyond true individual self-expression. Deference to past 
experience. 
 
20º Gemini: A cafeteria with an abundance of choices. 
Prodigal distribution of life-resources. Inner wealth. Satiation, or discriminative use of natural 
energies. Rich supply. 
 
21º Gemini: A tumultuous labor demonstration. 
The impetuous onsurge of natural instincts within the field of the conscious ego. Blind struggle. 
Compelling power of fate. 
 
22º Gemini: Dancing couples crowd the barn in a harvest festival. 
Richness of life in associations based on natural instincts. Warmth of simple living. Normal fulfillment 
of self. 
 
23º Gemini: Three fledglings in a nest high in a tree. 
Conscious self-establishment in the soul and its threefold nature. Innate self-confidence. Superiority of 



real being. 
 
24º Gemini: Children skating on ice. 
Capacity to use every opportunity, even in the hardest of environment, for self-recreation or 
relaxation. Appreciation. 
 
25º Gemini: A gardener trimming large palm trees. 
Capacity in man to control his environment and the impulses of his most intense nature. Active care 
for possessions. 
 
26º Gemini: Winter frost in the woods. 
Creative bestowal of significance upon all things. Transforming power of beauty. Keen appreciation of 
natural processes. 
 
27º Gemini: A young gypsy emerging from the woods gazes at far cities. 
Growth of consciousness from the instinctual to the intellectual. Anticipation and mounting self-
confidence. Deep longing. 
 
28º Gemini: Society granting bankruptcy to him, a man leaves the court. 
Release of self from collective pressure impossible to bear. Determination to re gather forces for new 
attempt. Protection. 
 
29º Gemini: The first mockingbird of spring sings from the tree top. 
Recapitulation of past opportunities at the threshold of a new cycle of experience. Realization of new 
potentialities. 
 
30º Gemini: A parade of bathing beauties before large beach crowds. 
Use of individual vanity in raising racial standards. Examination of intellectual values for use in the 
soul life. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Cancer: On a ship the sailors lower an old flag and raise a new one. 
The nascent desire to align oneself with. a larger and, more significant life trend. Compelling decision. 
Repolarization. 
 
2º Cancer: A man on a magic carpet observes vast vistas below him. 
Broadening of perspective. Supremacy of intelligence over circumstances. Conscientiousness. 
Objective self-control. 
 
3º Cancer: An arctic explorer leads a reindeer through icy canyons. 
The pioneering, trail-blazing instinct urging man to get out beyond all things. Plunge into virgin 
possibilities of life. 
 
4º Cancer: A cat arguing with a mouse. 
The urge to self-justification through intellectual sophistry or social-ethical considerations. Sense of 
self-righteousness. 
 
5º Cancer: At a railroad crossing, an automobile is wrecked by a train. 
Individual man is brought to account for his obligations to society. Curbed recklessness. Tragic escape 
from emptiness. 
 
6º Cancer: Game birds feathering their nests. 
Instinctive preparation for mature and full expression of the self. Subconscious planning or dreaming 
of idle dreams. 
 
7º Cancer: Two fairies (nature spirits) dancing on a moonlit night. 
Man's recognition of the elusive play of underlying forces in nature. Cooperation with the invisible. 
Unusual good luck. 
 
8º Cancer: A group rabbits dressed in clothes and on parade. 
Reaching out to participation in a higher order through imitative behavior. Willingness to grow; also 
self-exploitation. 
 
9º Cancer: A small, naked girl bends over a pond trying to catch a fish. 
First curiosity of being; innocent reaching out for understanding. Untiring eagerness; Unsocial or 
infantile cravings. 
 
10º Cancer: A large diamond in the first stages of the cutting process. 
Spiritual fulfillment or the acme of civilized being. Actualization of potentialities and outpressing of 
real selfhood. 
 
11º Cancer: A clown caricaturing well-known personalities. 
I Sharp discrimination and understanding of human nature. The light touch of masterful living; self-
control; or frivolity. 
 
12º Cancer: A chinese woman nursing a baby whose aura reveals him to be the reincarnation of a 



great teacher. 
The promise to all men that God may take birth within their souls. Personality integration. 
Illumination; or frustration. 
 
13º Cancer: One hand slightly flexed with a very prominent thumb. 
Strong, active and self-certain will, or persistent yet blind plunging ahead into reality. Freedom from 
soft illusions. 
 
14º Cancer: A very old man facing a vast dark space to the northeast. 
Fearlessness; and noble, self-perpetuating strength arising from knowledge. Courage in the facing of 
spiritual problems. 
 
15º Cancer: A group of people who have overeaten and enjoyed it. 
A turning to superficial things for self-strengthening. Self-indulgence in sensations. Unintelligent 
satiation; Dullness. 
 
16º Cancer: A man studying a mandala in front of him, with the help of a very ancient book. 
Underlying tendency to revert to root patterns of being: "squaring" oneself with everyday reality. 
Control over life. 
 
17º Cancer: The seed grows into knowledge and life. 
Gathering of all life values and experience in the perfectly formed consciousness. Spiritually 
integrated knowledge. 
 
18º Cancer: A hen scratching for her chicks. 
Constructively practical, natural approach to life and its simpler joys. Concern over things. Child-like 
group devotion. 
 
19º Cancer: A priest performing a marriage ceremony. 
Blending of the cultural fruition of the past with the impetuousness of new blood. Assimilation of 
unconscious contents. 
 
20º Cancer: Venetian gondoliers in a serenade. 
Exaltation of social intercourse in the traditional manner. Sentimental clinging to old life-ideals. The 
will to romance. 
 
21º Cancer: A prima donna singing. 
Elevation and popularization of human values through art as a social factor. Supreme realization of 
the life-ambition. 
 
22º Cancer: A young woman awaiting a sailboat. 
A longing to live life as a great adventure. The compelling power of all sustained desire and of the 
dreaming of dreams. 
 
23º Cancer: The meeting of a literary society. 



Interchange of ideas among any elite as a basis for the cultural development of the whole. Mental or 
physical fellowship. 
 
24º Cancer: A woman and two men castaways on a small island of the south seas. 
The three "souls" in man-actional, emotional, mental-"exiled" in the body. Potential fulfillment. Sense 
of being lost in life. 
 
25º Cancer: A leader of men wrapped in an invisible mantle of power. 
Support of unconscious elements in every fearless and positive stand of the ego. Restoration of 
strength; or 'self-discovery. 
 
26º Cancer: Guests are reading in the library of a luxurious home. 
Emergence of consciousness upon higher levels of being, once life has been fulfilled at normal levels. 
Conscious fruition. 
 
27º Cancer: A violent storm in a canyon filled with expensive homes. 
Intensification of elements necessary to arouse latent possibilities. Rising to the occasion. A descent of 
cosmic power. 
 
28º Cancer: Indian girl introduces college boy-friend to her assembled tribe. 
The human soul as intercesson between primordial natural forces and the intellectual order. Self-
integration: Linkage. 
 
29º Cancer: A greek muse weighing new born twins in golden scales. 
The revelation of latent worth in all things through the power of creative imagination. Piercing 
beyond appearances. 
 
30º Cancer: A daughter of the american revolution. 
The will and ability to maintain a social supremacy based on thoroughly established tradition. Inner or 
outer aristocracy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Leo: Under emotional stress, blood rushes to a man's head. 
A basic symbol of Man: forceful, dangerous entrance into the Soul realm. Irresistible outpouring of 
self. Activity per se. 
 
2º Leo: An epidemic of mumps. 
Constructive result of inconveniences of life in developing communal values. Self-sensitiveness. 
Subtraction from things. 
 
3º Leo: A mature woman, keeping up with the times, having her hair bobbed. 
Sense of freedom from age and realization of the value of youth. Self-creation and independence from 
fate. Will-power. 
 
4º Leo: A man formally dressed stands near trophies he brought back from a hunting expedition. 
Self-development through the culture of masculine activities. Subservience of individual to social 
pattern of behavior. Taste. 
 
5º Leo: Rock formations tower over a deep canyon. 
Permanence of basic elements in nature underneath temporary changes and emphases. Endurance. 
Steadiness of self-knowledge. 
 
6º Leo: An old fashioned 'conservative' woman is confronted by an up-to-date girl. 
Realization of changeless subjective worth beyond changing appearances. Interchange of sympathy. 
Enhanced self-awareness. 
 
7º Leo: The constellations of stars in the sky. 
Sense of primordial wonder and awe before life. Unquenchable faith in a spiritual being 
complementing our own. Realization. 
 
8º Leo: Glass blowers shape beautiful vases with their controlled breathing. 
Leavening of the inchoate materials of a new order by a forceful vision born of repression and 
misfortune. Revolution. 
 
9º Leo: A communist activist spreading his revolutionary ideals. 
The formative power of the soul in moments of emotional intensity. Controlled self-expression. Art as 
a spiritual fact. 
 
10º Leo: Early morning dew. 
Freshness of spontaneous response to life and emotions. Uplifting lightness in experience; or else 
superficial glamour. 
 
11º Leo: Children on a swing in a huge oak tree. 
The sustaining 'and protective power of ancestral background against emotions. Appreciation of 
inborn cultural restraint. 
 
12º Leo: An evening lawn party of adults. 



Easy intercourse of human souls in moments of relaxation from strain. Examination of, or self-loss in 
social values. 
 
13º Leo: An old sea captain rocking on the porch of his cottage. 
Reward of growth from outer to inner realms. Serenity through the overcoming of storms. Self-gained 
mellowness. Retirement. 
 
14º Leo: Cherub-like, a human soul whispers, seeking to manifest. 
The desire to be, to suffer and to grow which brings Spirit to Earth. Whole-souled self-giving. Yearning 
for experience. 
 
15º Leo: A pageant moving along a street packed with people. 
Spectacular, dramatic release of subconscious energies. Self-exaltation for social approval. Self-
indulgence and license. 
 
16º Leo: Brilliant sunshine just after a storm. 
A return to values after a major life-crisis. Cleansing power of suffering overcome. Mastery of strain-
or indifference. 
 
17º Leo: Volunteer church choir makes social event of rehearsal. 
Utilization of normal human instincts as a foundation to high endeavor. Lay-participation in 
Mysteries. Joy in faith. 
 
18º Leo: A chemist conducts an experiment for his students. 
Practical application of principles to ordinary life. Active enlightenment; or forced awakening to inner 
potentialities. 
 
19º Leo: A houseboat party. 
The transforming power of pure joy over routine existence. Human fellowship in the effort to make 
,life happier, freer. 
 
20º Leo: American indians perform a ritual to the sun. 
Man's instinctive or traditional call upon basic life-energies for sustainment. Sense of fitness in 
behavior. Worship.  
 
21º Leo: Intoxicated chickens dizzily flap their wings trying to fly. 
Unsteady first realization of spiritual being. Forced inspiration which the ego cannot sustain. False 
self-intoxication. 
 
22º Leo: A carrier pigeon fulfilling its mission. 
The return of the soul-energies to the central Self after a significant experience. Adventuring. Practical 
enlightenment. 
 
23º Leo: A bareback rider in a circus displays her dangerous skill. 
The supremacy given to the man who has mastered his senses and his emotions. Full utilization of 



inner powers. Audacity. 
 
24º Leo: Totally concentrated upon inner spiritual attainment, a man is sitting in a state of complete 
neglect of his body. 
Spiritual emphasis at the expense of outer refinement. Interior focalization of energies. Self-
abnegation. Character. 
 
25º Leo: A large camel crossing a vast and forbidding desert. 
Superiority of knowledge and will over hostile nature. Mental self-control. Spiritual strength in facing 
past Karma. 
 
26º Leo: After a heavy storm, a rainbow. 
Promise of conscious immortality after the death of useless things. Spiritual linkage through 
emotional stress. Blessing. 
 
27º Leo: Daybreak - the luminescence of dawn in the eastern sky. 
Transforming power of creative impulses as they bring ideas to concrete manifestation. Stirring to 
opportunity. Soul-power. 
 
28º Leo: Many little birds on the limb of a large tree. 
Social nature of experience as man finds sustainment in a larger whole 'of being. Normal, collective 
self-expression. 
 
29º Leo: A mermaid emerges from the ocean ready for rebirth in human form. 
Pure longing for a new order of selfhood. Critical point in "emergent evolution." Perspective; or a 
sense of incompetence. 
 
30º Leo: An unsealed letter. 
Basic faith in the goodness of all life. Unthinking trust in, or desire to see to the bottom of all things. 
Confidence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Virgo: In a portrait the best of a man's features and traits are idealized. 
The shaping power of idea or ideal over outer form and behavior. Completeness of realization. Pure 
aggrandizement. Intent. 
 
2º Virgo: A large white cross-dominating the landscape-stands alone on top of a high hill. 
Dominance of environment through individualistic self-realization. Eminence at the cost of struggle. 
Full self-assurance. 
 
3º Virgo: Two guardian angels bringing protection. 
Divine guarantee to man of supply of all his needs. Divine help when human efforts fail. Unconscious 
sense of strength. 
 
4º Virgo: Black and white children playing happily together. 
Underlying fellowship of all life underneath social creeds. Stimulating sense of distinctness. Rising 
above contrasts. 
 
5º Virgo: A man becoming aware of nature spirits and normally unseen spiritual energies. 
Constructive imagination as it reveals unconscious realms of being. Creative fantasy. Contact with 
inner life-energies. 
 
6º Virgo: A merry-go-round. 
The culture of pleasure as a transmuting force. Unfearing, plunge into life. Endless and futile 
repetition of experience. 
 
7º Virgo: A harem. 
Early stage of development of individual soul, with full yet binding life-protection. Freedom from 
responsibility or restraint. 
 
8º Virgo: A girl takes her first dancing instruction. 
Early social conditioning of the superior elements of being. Proper start in self-discipline. Conventional 
development. 
 
9º Virgo: A expressionist painter making a futuristic drawing. 
Original genius of every individual soul unconcerned with collective values. Absolute, tradition-less 
self-expression. 
 
10º Virgo: Two heads looking out and beyond the shadows. 
Consciousness functioning in inner and outer realms. Competence in understanding. Over-
sensitiveness to life-currents. 
 
11º Virgo: A boy moulded in his mother's aspirations for him. 
Efficacy of overt Ones in life; of ideals in giving reality or depth to outer material things. Conformity to 
inner light. 
 
12º Virgo: A bride with her veil snatched away. 



Disclosure of the hidden fruitions of nature to him who dares and who loves. Full appreciation of life. 
Penetration. 
 
13º Virgo: A powerful statesman overcomes a state of political hysteria. 
Power of personality as incarnation of subconscious race ideals. Sublimation of motives. 
Transmutation of energies. 
 
14º Virgo: A family tree. 
Importance of ancestral background in all accomplishments. Power to experience deeply. Cultural 
sensitiveness. Heritage. 
 
15º Virgo: A fine lace ornamental handkerchief. 
Ultimate fineness of material values shading into the spiritual. Schooled and aristocratic delicacy. 
Cultured restraint. 
 
16º Virgo: Children crowd around the orang-utang cage in a zoo. 
The lesson which the very old can give to the very young in all realms. Vicarious experience. Inertia of 
instincts. poise. 
 
17º Virgo: A volcanic eruption. 
Irresistible outbursting of pent-up impulses, creatively or regeneratively. Breaking up of "complexes." 
Will to wholeness. 
 
18º Virgo: Two girls playing with a ouija board. 
Human desire for contact with the beyond. Inquiry. Restless questioning of superficial facts of being. 
Immature curiosity. 
 
19º Virgo: A swimming race. 
Social sustainment of individual accomplishment. Encouragement. Competition as a means to create 
group-consciousness. 
 
20º Virgo: A caravan of cars headed for promised lands. 
Rising to achievement in spite of an inadequate equipment. Joying in meeting life's challenges. 
Venturing with faith. 
 
21º Virgo: A girl's basketball team. 
Physical wholesomeness as prelude to inner integration. Self evaluation, or refusal to face self. The 
rhythm of instincts. 
 
22º Virgo: A royal coat of arms enriched with precious stones. 
Preservation of ancient race values for healthy veneration by youthful individuals. Certification of 
merit. Aristocracy. 
 
23º Virgo: A lion-tamer rushes fearlessly into the circus arena. 
Readiness to face the aroused energies of one's nature and test one's moral strength. Faith in self. 



Valor and mastery. 
 
24º Virgo: Mary and her white lamb. 
Freshness of viewpoint un-inhibited by social intellectual preoccupations. Vibrant simplicity. Spirit-
born imagination. 
 
25º Virgo: A flag at half-mast in front of a public building. 
The ability to carry a task through to consummate completion. Deference to past achievement. 
Cultivation of public spirit. 
 
26º Virgo: A boy with a censer serves near the priest at the altar. 
Ability to find inspiration in daily routine. Hope arising in the midst of all deadness of heart. 
Rejuvenation of spirit. 
 
27º Virgo: Aristocratic elderly ladies drinking afternoon tea in a wealthy home. 
Preservation of social and cultural values. Inward, unobstrusive superiority, or else pure smugness. 
Prestige of position. 
 
28º Virgo: A bald-headed man who has seized power. 
Driving power of real personality in moments of crisis. Capacity for hard work. Compelling 
"manifestation of inner self. 
 
29º Virgo: A man gaining secret knowledge from an ancient scroll he is reading. 
The understanding which is built on patient steady work and persisting aspiration. Fecundative power 
of ancient wisdom. 
 
30º Virgo: Having an urgent task to complete, a man doesn't look to any distractions. 
Joy of enlisting in a task which broadens the life-horizon. Willing rising to the occasion, or escape from 
narrow destiny. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Libra: A butterfly preserved and made perfect with a dart through it. 
The symbolical death that is initiation into spiritual reality and wisdom. Sudden awakening. Craving 
for inner light. 
 
2º Libra: The light of the sixth race transmuted to the seventh. 
Inspiration through creative identification with the large sweep of cycles. Spiritual expansion. 
Renewed encouragement. 
 
3º Libra: The dawn of a new day reveals everything changed. 
Transforming power of periods of silence and darkness, which lead to stirring revelations. Real touch 
with cosmic process. 
 
4º Libra: A group of young people sit in spiritual communion around a campfire. 
Fellowship of higher ideals that sustains the individuals on their arduous path to Reality. Mellow 
participation in life. 
 
5º Libra: A man teaching the true inner knowledge of the new world to his students. 
Knowledge and experience put to the test. Greatness calling its own to itself. Ordered seeking. 
Distrust of appearances. 
 
6º Libra: A man watches his ideals taking a concrete form before his inner vision. 
Inevitable confrontation with the concrete results of one's ideals. Lessons to be learned from it. 
Willingness of heart. 
 
7º Libra: A woman feeding chickens and protecting them from the hawks. 
Control of natural forces by the higher intelligence. Taming the strong, uplifting the weak. 
Transmutation through service. 
 
8º Libra: A blazing fireplace in a deserted home. 
Constant presence of unseen, sustaining agencies in every worthwhile activity. Great depth of initial 
effort. Providence. 
 
9º Libra: Three old masters hanging in a special room in an art gallery. 
Efficient cohesion of the three "souls" of man; of mind, feeling and instinct. Integrated wisdom. 
Sagacious behavior. 
 
10º Libra: A canoe approaching safety through dangerous waters. 
The reward of all sincere and daring outreaching of self in life. A sure Destiny. Reliance upon skill and 
circumstances. 
 
11º Libra: A professor peering over his glasses at his students. 
Cooperation of genuinely superior agencies with beings less evolved. Glad willingness to assist and 
protect. Kindliness. 
 
12º Libra: Miners are emerging from a deep coal mine. 



Depth of participation in the world's work. Whole-souled giving of self to service; or inability to bring 
self to effort. 
 
13º Libra: Children blowing soap bubbles. 
Healthy stimulation through play and joy of human intercourse. Creative fantasy; spinning of idle 
dreams. Relaxation. 
 
14º Libra: In the heat of the noon, a man takes a siesta. 
Proper adjustment to the rhythm of nature. Faith in the ordered scheme of things; injudicious 
dependence upon others. 
 
15º Libra: Circular paths. 
Perfect and effortless participation in the universal order. Smooth approach to self-expression; inert 
self-satisfaction. 
 
16º Libra: After a storm, a boat landing stands in need of reconstruction. 
Constructive results of apparently destructive forces; stimulation to new accomplishment. Glad 
response to needed work. 
 
17º Libra: A retired sea captain watches ships entering and leaving the harbour. 
Vicarious or mellow participation in life. Transfer of activity from physical to mental; or self-
involvement in the past. 
 
18º Libra: Two men placed under arrest. 
Responsibility of individual to society in terms of normal behavior. Return to values. Obligation to face 
objective facts. 
 
19º Libra: A gang of robbers in hiding. 
Protest against the perpetuation of unearned social privileges and wealth. Repudiation of bondage. 
Challenge to custom. 
 
20º Libra: A jewish rabbi performing his duties. 
Interest in permanent rather than transient values. Accumulation of ancient wisdom brought to use. 
Competent service. 
 
21º Libra: A crowd upon a beach. 
Fundamental popularity of natural values. Communion in objects of real and universally recognized 
worth. Association. 
 
22º Libra: A child giving birds a drink at a fountain. 
Intuitive understanding of simple souls in spiritual matters. Youthful life-enjoyment. Fresh grasp of 
the soul's needs. 
 
23º Libra: Chanticleer's voice heralds the rising sun with exuberant tones. 
Capacity for self-refreshment at the inner sources of ever-renewed life. Anticipation of opportunity. 



Security in Self. 
 
24º Libra: A third wing on the left side of a butterfly. 
Potentiality of new forms and opportunities in every life. Instinctive expansion of self; or submergence 
in the not-self. 
 
25º Libra: The sight of an autumn leaf brings to a pilgrim the sudden revelation of the mystery of life 
and death. 
Discovery of deeper elements of wisdom after intellectual knowledge wearies. Growth through 
awareness of basic meanings. 
 
26º Libra: An eagle and a large white dove turning into each other. 
Necessary cooperation between mind, will, spirit-and heart, love. Power of psychological balance and 
compensation. Unity. 
 
27º Libra: An airplane sails, high in the clear sky. 
Dwelling above the normal stress of existence. Superior mental vision. Calm objective observation; 
quiet inner strength. 
 
28º Libra: A man in deep gloom. Unnoticed, angels come to his help. 
Spiritual sustainment given to him who opens himself to his full destiny. Slow realization of 
betterment. Unsolicited help. 
 
29º Libra: Mankind's vast enduring effort to reach for knowledge transferable from generation to 
generation. Knowledge. 
Intense desire to overcome the blind life of passion and to uplift others. Intellectual vision. Tense 
mental outreaching. 
 
30º Libra: Three mounds of knowledge on a philosopher's head. 
Ability to read spiritual meanings in concrete objects. Objectification of abstract truths. Cleverness in 
understanding. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Scorpio: A sight-seeing bus filled with tourists. 
The perspective which leisure gives to everyday affairs. Appetite for larger things. Seeing life as 
whole. Social Intercourse. 
 
2º Scorpio: A broken bottle and spilled perfume. 
The fine scent of deeds well done as it persists in the memory of men. Stimulating recollection. 
Spiritual immortality. 
 
3º Scorpio: Neighbours help in a house- raising party in a small village. 
The constructive sharing of experience which builds social values. Interchange of efforts. Necessity to 
learn cooperation. 
 
4º Scorpio: A youth holding a lighted candle in a devotional ritual. 
Beginning of spiritual participation in the world's work. Sustained inspiration. Conscious linkage to 
inner realities. 
 
5º Scorpio: A massive, rocky shore resists the pounding of the sea. 
Revelation of absolutely stable elements in all life. Strong confidence born of fundamental perception; 
or spiritual inertia. 
 
6º Scorpio: A gold rush tears men away from their native soil. 
The passionate quest for universal values, destructive of cultural ease of living. Leaping to 
opportunity.- Avid seeking. 
 
7º Scorpio: Deep-sea divers. 
Purposeful, daring plunge into life-mysteries. Fulfillment of individual selfhood through study of 
unconscious energies. 
 
8º Scorpio: The moon shining across a lake. 
Illumination of the soul by transcendent wisdom. Quiet touch with cosmic strength; or wayward 
moody effort at greatness. 
 
9º Scorpio: A dentist at work. 
Mechanical inventiveness and control over nature needed to balance man's emphasis on mind and 
self. Applied creativity. 
 
10º Scorpio: A fellowship supper reunites old comrades. 
Companionship rooted in past performance. Group-personality emergence. Fraternity of ideals 
uplifting individual efforts. 
 
11º Scorpio: A drowning man is being rescued. 
Outreaching warmth of human character. Saving power of social restraint for too emotional souls. 
Humanitarian ideals. 
 
12º Scorpio: An official embassy ball. 



Social recognition of accomplishment as the substance of a ritual, of human association. Certification 
of rank. Ambition. 
 
13º Scorpio: An inventor performs a laboratory experiment. 
Driving power toward achievement, as featured in all benefactors of mankind. Self-sufficient activity. 
Clever outwitting. 
 
14º Scorpio: Telephone linemen at work installing new connections. 
The will to association regardless of time and space. Linkage of separate realms. Spiritual living "in 
spite of" nature. 
 
15º Scorpio: Children playing around five mounds of sand. 
The world of the five senses as the playground of God and Soul. Honesty in self-expression. Bondage 
to sense-patterns. 
 
16º Scorpio: A girl's face breaking into a smile. 
Fervent outreaching of self in moments of the purest beauty. Leaping to meet the potentialities of life. 
Blossoming forth. 
 
17º Scorpio: A woman, filled with her own spirit, is the father of her own child. 
Fullness of self-reliance and individual destiny. Cooperation between spiritual and material agencies. 
Pure self-revelation. 
 
18º Scorpio: A path through woods rich in autumn coloring. 
The light which transfigures the soul after passions have faded away. Revelation of inner wealth. 
Radiant consummation. 
 
19º Scorpio: A parrot listening and then talking, repeats a conversation he has overheard. 
Dependence upon inner or outer environment for the substance of understanding. Transmission of 
knowledge. Channel-ship. 
 
20º Scorpio: A woman drawing aside two dark curtains that closed the entrance to a sacred pathway. 
Courage needed to enlarge sphere of being. Readiness to press beyond self. The "woman" within, 
opening the gates to Spirit. 
 
21º Scorpio: Obeying his conscience, a soldier resists orders. 
Conflict between old and new perspectives. A willingness to face chaos for the sake of a new order. 
Yielding to emotions. 
 
22º Scorpio: Hunters shooting wild ducks. 
Aggressive quest for outer or inner sustenance. Purposeful satiation of desire. Tragic incorporation of 
ideals. Exercise. 
 
23º Scorpio: A rabbit metamorphosed into a fairy (nature spirit). 
Revelation of unexpected vital urges latent in all beings. Great creative potentialities. Capacity for 



self-maintenance. 
 
24º Scorpio: Crowds coming down the mountain to listen to one inspired man. 
The power in well-formulated ideas to become actual facts. Practical inspiration; or else inability to 
face a vital challenge. 
 
25º Scorpio: An x ray photograph. 
Penetrating power of reality. Dependence of outer facts upon basic structures or causes. Sharp and 
applied discrimination. 
 
26º Scorpio: Indians making camp (in new territory) 
Ability to feel at home in any outer or inner environment. Efficient functioning. Retreating into the 
familiar and the known. 
 
27º Scorpio: A military band marches noisily on through the city streets. 
Desire to impress upon others the glory of one's social eminence. Materialization of normally 
subjective values. Show. 
 
28º Scorpio: The king of the fairies approaching his domain. 
Necessary respect for symbolic values holding vital forces. integrated. Self-realization through 
devotion to the One. 
 
29º Scorpio: An indian woman pleading to the chief for the lives of her children. 
The soul's mediation between spirit and matter. Sustaining power of instincts. Self-awakening to the 
need for action. 
 
30º Scorpio: Children in halloween costumes indulging in various pranks. 
Need for giving free rein to unsocial instincts within the pale of social traditions. Planned release of 
inner pressure. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Sagittarius: Retired army veterans gather to reawaken old memories. 
Cohesive power of social experience. Comradeship, born of collective achievements, which quickens 
the self. Fervent reunion. 
 
2º Sagittarius: The ocean covered with whitecaps. 
Glad response to a vital call to activity. power to stir and to impress one's own rhythm upon 
materials. Proud adornment. 
 
3º Sagittarius: Two men playing chess. 
Re-creation of a world of manifestation through symbols and intelligence. Schooled confidence in the 
judgment of self. 
 
4º Sagittarius: A little child learning to walk. 
Life's kindliness in creating safe opportunities for growth. Full appreciation of opportUI1ity. Crisis in 
self-development. 
 
5º Sagittarius: An old owl up in a tree. 
poised observation upon the drama of life. Mellow judgment. Ingrained confidence in the situation 
and worth of the self. 
 
6º Sagittarius: A game of cricket. 
Socialization of man's competitive impulses. Instinctive solidarity building race consciousness. 
Capitalizing on skill. 
 
7º Sagittarius: Cupid knocking at the door of a human heart. 
The happiness which awaits every man willing to accept its fullness. Rounding out of experience. The 
call to love's feast. 
 
8º Sagittarius: Deep within the depths of the earth, new elements are being formed. 
Irresistible determination to be. Infinite capacity for hard work. Crystallization of purpose and will out 
of experience. 
 
9º Sagittarius: A mother leads her small child step by step up the stairs. 
Conscious advance of selfhood from plane to plane. Real courage in all approach to life. Inner 
guidance in all growth. 
 
10º Sagittarius: A theatrical representation of a golden haired 'goddess of opportunity'. 
power of creative significance, as it transforms mere facts into universal symbols. Exteriorization of 
inner impulses. 
 
11º Sagittarius: The lamp of physical enlightenment at the left temple. 
Influence of social mass upon the individual. Power of "primordial images of Unconscious." Activity 
dominated by fate. 
 
12º Sagittarius: A flag that turns into an eagle that crows. 



Development of consciousness from abstract to concrete, from general to personal. Mounting 
mastery. Extreme good fortune. 
 
13º Sagittarius: A widow's past is brought to light. 
The eternal call for fulfillment through love which overcomes personal sensitiveness and set patterns. 
Revision of attitude. 
 
14º Sagittarius: The pyramids and the sphinx. 
Achievement based on past greatness. Power of the countless dead upon the living. Vast resources in 
selfhood. Antecedents. 
 
15º Sagittarius: The ground hog looking for its shadow on ground hog day. 
Revelation of basic life-purposes and cycles through omens. Universal patterning of life-relationship. 
Keen divination. 
 
16º Sagittarius: Sea gulls fly around a ship looking for food. 
The moments of pause which sustain and presage change. Alert readiness to act; or distress at not 
knowing what lies ahead. 
 
17º Sagittarius: An easter sunrise service. 
Spiritual living in conformity to natural law. Coming out of doubt and despair. Unwavering faith in a 
near higher power. 
 
18º Sagittarius: Tiny children in sunbonnets. 
The protective agency which safeguards- the free behavior of individuals. Vivifying contact with 
collective life-energies. 
 
19º Sagittarius: Pelicans, disturbed by the garbage of people move their young to a new habitat. 
Inward re-emphasis of foundations. Recuperation by retreating within. The introvert's escape. Moving 
about in reorientation. 
 
20º Sagittarius: In winter people cutting ice from a frozen pond, for summer use. 
Depth of operation necessary to prepare for next phase of life. Sacrifice of present to future. 
Thoroughness of action. 
 
21º Sagittarius: A child and a dog wearing borrowed eyeglasses. 
Usefulness of make-believe. Rising to situations through the imagination. Assuming a part ahead of 
natural development. 
 
22º Sagittarius: A chinese laundry. 
Retreat to the inner world of self after outer achievement. Safe return to ancestral patterns of 
behavior. Easy poise. 
 
23º Sagittarius: Immigrants entering a new country. 
New openings that come to all who are willing to risk self for the sake of greater selfhood. 



Reorientation. Presumption. 
 
24º Sagittarius: A bluebird standing at the door of the house. 
The blessings bestowed upon all those who are true to themselves. Unexpected assistance. 
Happiness. Sheer good fortune. 
 
25º Sagittarius: A chubby boy on a hobbyhorse. 
Growth through vicarious, imaginative experiences, which life might deny us. Detachment from 
reality. Self-conservation. 
 
26º Sagittarius: A flag-bearer in a battle. 
Exaltation of physical valor as necessary support to lofty race ideals.. Spectacular effort. Endowment 
beyond realization. 
 
27º Sagittarius: The sculptor's vision is taking form. 
Mastery of formative intelligence over substance. Sure characterization and' understanding. 
Permanent self-expression. 
 
28º Sagittarius: An old bridge over a beautiful stream in constant use. 
Enduring elements in understanding as symbols of the community invisible of man, dead and living. 
Steady coordination. 
 
29º Sagittarius: A fat boy mowing the lawn. 
Desire for fitness inherent in all living beings. Consciously built, thus dependable determination. 
Persistent endeavor. 
 
30º Sagittarius: The pope blessing the faithful. 
Wealth of spiritual resources which can be tapped for the glorification of every relationship. Concrete 
form of ideals. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Capricorn: An indian chief claims power from the assembled tribe. 
Mastery of a situation through purposeful planning and venturing. Bold rising to opportunity. Extreme 
of self-confidence. 
 
2º Capricorn: Three stained-glass windows in a gothic church, one damaged by war. 
Underlying resistance to change in life foundations. Faithfulness to self. Testimony of beauty against 
brute force. 
 
3º Capricorn: The human soul, in its eagerness for new experiences, seeks embodiment. 
Inner and pure motivation. The power to remain superior to physical limitations; to demonstrate free 
will. Detachment. 
 
4º Capricorn: A group of people entering a large canoe for a journey by water. 
Externalization through individuals of the collective urges of the race. Foolish love for pleasure. 
Exploitation of self. 
 
5º Capricorn: Indians - some rowing a canoe and others dancing a war dance in it. 
Mobilization of latent energies for determined self-exertion. Obsession by elemental forces. Violent 
awakening to reality. 
 
6º Capricorn: Ten logs lie under an archway leading to darker woods. 
Illimitability of experience, as man moves from completion to ever greater fulfillment. Keenness in 
knowing. Thoroughness. 
 
7º Capricorn: A veiled prophet speaks, seized by the power of a god. 
Gathering together of the power of a group to one purpose and into an individual will. "Avatar"-ship. 
Responsibility. 
 
8º Capricorn: Birds in the house singing happily. 
The happiness that radiates from an integrated personality. Firm self-establishment in social comfort 
or respectability. 
 
9º Capricorn: An angel carrying a harp. 
The basic harmony of fulfilled selfhood. Realizing harmony in everyday life through detached and lofty 
understanding. 
 
10º Capricorn: An albatross feeding from the hand of a sailor. 
Overcoming of instinctive fears through gentle persuasion. Kindly conquest. Culture of spiritual 
values. Harmlessness. 
 
11º Capricorn: Pheasants display their brilliant colors on a private estate. 
Latent richness of natural resources brought out through selective processes. Capitalization upon 
opportunity. Luxury. 
 
12º Capricorn: A student of nature lecturing revealing little-known aspects of life. 



Piercing through appearances; disclosing the magic splendor of the core of things. A universal living 
touch. Keen vision. 
 
13º Capricorn: A fire worshipper meditates on the ultimate realities of existence. 
Firm establishment upon immemorial principles. Consciousness of absolute unity. Depth of soul-
penetration. Self-conquest. 
 
14º Capricorn: An ancient bas-relief carved in granite remains a witness to a long- forgotten culture. 
Man's power to leave permanent records of his achievements. Personal immortality. Fecundation of 
future by past. Assurance. 
 
15º Capricorn: In a hospital, the children's ward is filled with toys. 
The goodness of life in the tragic trials of first attempts at self regeneration. Administered 
responsibility; or escape. 
 
16º Capricorn: School grounds filled with boys and girls in gymnasium suits. 
Normal dependence upon physical stimulation. Robust enthusiasm in approaching life's contests; or 
immature impulsiveness. 
 
17º Capricorn: A girl surreptitiously bathing in the nude. 
Escape from bondage to social inhibitions. Readjustment of relation of spirit to body. Self-purification. 
Self-confrontation. 
 
18º Capricorn: The union jack flies from a new british warship. 
Extreme of objectification of inner resources. Challenge to life. Splendid self-realization. Full 
awareness of competition. 
 
19º Capricorn: A child of about five carrying a huge shopping bag filled with groceries. 
Capacity to take place ahead of normal standards. Increased self-confidence. Waiting for conditions 
to catch up with self. 
 
20º Capricorn: A hidden choir singing during a religious service. 
The unrealized fullness of life even in the emptiest hours. Preparation for activity. Ray of hope 
through all difficulty. 
 
21º Capricorn: A relay race. 
Extreme of cooperation and give-and-take in life-relationships. Full surrender of self to service. 
Planned group-behavior. 
 
22º Capricorn: A general accepting defeat gracefully. 
Apparent defeat that spells real spiritual victory. Bowing to custom. Conquest through conformity to 
established norm. 
 
23º Capricorn: A soldier receiving two awards for bravery in combat. 
Reward offered by society for the fulfilling of individual responsibility. Recognition of worth; unearned 



good fortune. 
 
24º Capricorn: A woman entering a convent. 
Protective kindness of life to weary hearts. Quiet undercurrent of real existence. Compelled 
assistance. Timely rescue. 
 
25º Capricorn: An oriental rug dealer in a store filled with precious ornamental rugs. 
First realization of cultural values through sensuous enjoyment. Refinement of sensations. 
Psychological enrichment. 
 
26º Capricorn: A nature spirit dancing in the mist of a waterfall. 
Transcendence of spirit over body and environment. Lightness of understanding. Inexhaustible soul 
resources. Effervescence. 
 
27º Capricorn: A mountain pilgrimage. 
Necessary linkage of above and below in the seeker's personal experience. Balanced dualism of 
subjective-objective life. 
 
28º Capricorn: A large aviary. 
Enhancement of personality by familiarity with spiritual values. Joying in the significance of things; or 
mental confusion. 
 
29º Capricorn: A woman reading tea leaves. 
The quest for inner understanding through all life-conditioning. First approach to reality. Desire to 
transcend routine. 
 
30º Capricorn: Directors of a large firm meet in secret conference. 
Activity of inner formative elements of real personality. Massing of soul-energies in an emergency. 
Spiritual leadership. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Aquarius: An old adobe mission. 
Mastery of man .over environment while becoming an integral part of it. Recognition of established 
values. Impressiveness. 
 
2º Aquarius: An unexpected thunderstorm. 
Liberation from adverse conditions through violent spectacular developments. Galvanizing to action. 
Cosmic visitation. 
 
3º Aquarius: A deserter from the navy. 
Ability to regrasp past experience and turn it to account. Sharp self-examination. Awakened new 
fearlessness. Decision. 
 
4º Aquarius: A hindu healer. 
Supremacy of the unsuspected faculties hidden deep within. Conscious utilization of divine potency. 
Revelation of self. 
 
5º Aquarius: A council of ancestors. 
The rich ancestral heritage of every individual, which is the potent foundation of character. Direct, 
real inspiration. 
 
6º Aquarius: A masked figure performs ritualistic acts in a mystery play. 
Compelling urge in every soul to express the unknown and the more-than-physical. Sensitiveness to 
high purpose. Conflict. 
 
7º Aquarius: A child born out of an eggshell. 
New actuation of effort by the power of unrealized purposes. Self-expression beyond all expectation. 
Spiritual protection. 
 
8º Aquarius: Beautifully gowned wax figures on display. 
Need for public presentation of virtues and life standards. Exteriorization of value, that it may be 
shared with others. 
 
9º Aquarius: A flag is seen turning into an eagle. 
Process of spiritual realization as it progresses from outer to inner standards. Rebirth, or rebellion 
against drudgery. 
 
10º Aquarius: A popularity that proves to be fleeting. 
Ability to rise above vicissitudes of passing fortune. Faithfulness to self. Dependence upon native 
endowment. Projection. 
 
11º Aquarius: During a silent hour, a man receives a new inspiration which may change his life. 
Creative power in man: its relationship to social behavior. Self crystallization in a form of power; or 
else self-exploitation. 
 
12º Aquarius: People on a vast staircase, graduated upwards. 



Points of pause and transition, where the soul can evaluate its progress. Graded effort. Necessity for 
divorcing the past. 
 
13º Aquarius: A barometer. 
Vantage point in consciousness whence life may be observed and measured in peace. Inner retreat of 
a soul seeking truth. 
 
14º Aquarius: A train entering a tunnel. 
The way within to outer success. Sure relief to the toiler ready to face facts. Penetration and direct 
accomplishment. 
 
15º Aquarius: Two lovebirds sitting on a fence and singing happily. 
Contagiousness of happiness in human associations. Revelation of constructive reality. Radiation of 
spontaneous faith. 
 
16º Aquarius: A big-businessman at his desk. 
The central control of operations needed in all organized enterprise. The head-function. Surety in 
decision. Management. 
 
17º Aquarius: A watchdog standing guard, protecting his master and his possessions. 
Nascent protective faculties in all men as they adjust themselves to new conditions. Competent 
organization of affairs. 
 
18º Aquarius: A man being unmasked at a masquerade. 
The introvert's desire to protect himself from social judgment. Clinging to self-valuation. Conservation 
of experience.  
 
19º Aquarius: A forest fire quenched. 
Exaggeration of life-problems, which reveals to man his real stature and which expands him. 
Impatient challenge. Ascendancy. 
 
20º Aquarius: A large white dove bearing a message. 
The blessing of every effort by the "Holy Ghost" of revealed significance. Exaltation of all individual 
efforts. Celebrity. 
 
21º Aquarius: A woman disappointed and disillusioned, courageously facing a seemingly empty life. 
Capitalization upon misfortune by which spiritual justification is gained. Supremacy over experience. 
Inward retirement. 
 
22º Aquarius: A rug placed on a floor for children to play on. 
Life's warmth and richness given to those who eagerly learn to live. Luxurious self-knowing, or self-
appreciation. Comfort. 
 
23º Aquarius: A big bear sitting down and waving all its paws. 
Need to build an adequate concrete vehicle for cosmic power. Performance beyond native 



endowment. A striving for balance. 
 
24º Aquarius: A man turning his back on his passions teaches deep wisdom from his experience. 
Utilization of experience and passion by the intelligence that remains un-involved. Self-conquering. 
Genuine dispassion. 
 
25º Aquarius: A butterfly with the right wing more perfectly formed. 
Necessary advance of volition over reflex elements. Willing approach to problems of being. Fitting to 
alien ideas. Choice. 
 
26º Aquarius: A garage man testing a car's battery with a hydrometer. 
Capacity of self to take up and deliver spiritual power. Controlled release of power through the 
emotions. Measurement. 
 
27º Aquarius: An ancient pottery bowl filled with fresh violets. 
Reality of spiritual or esthetic values, linking generations of seekers for the highest. Addition or 
commitment to value. 
 
28º Aquarius: A tree felled and sawed to ensure a supply of wood for the winter. 
Rich contribution of nature to all who work with foresight. Intelligent preparation. Calm yet potent 
faith in Providence. 
 
29º Aquarius: Butterfly emerging from a chrysalis. 
Immortality of the real self. Graduation into a new realm of being. Confident projection of self; lack of 
self-confidence. 
 
30º Aquarius: Moon-lit fields, once babylon, are blooming white. 
Soul-refreshing inner poetry of being. Spiritually nurtured sentiment which illumines the heart. Voices 
from the past. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



1º Pisces: A crowded public market place. 
The social nature of human responsibilities. A last-moment, joyous rallying to a task. Seed synthesis at 
end of cycles. 
 
2º Pisces: A squirrel hiding from hunters. 
Instinct of self-preservation as a basis for greater realization. Lifting of self to surer foundations. 
Transference. 
 
3º Pisces: A petrified forest. 
Mastery of form over substance. Archetypal immortality. Conscious handling of existence. 
Participation in race impulses. 
 
4º Pisces: Heavy car traffic on a narrow isthmus linking two seaside resorts. 
Linkage in activity of all community values. Free flow from ideas to consummation. Sense of 
significance in relationship. 
 
5º Pisces: A church bazaar. 
Interchange of spirit and understanding on which groups are built. New self-development. 
Discouragement mastered. Commerce. 
 
6º Pisces: A parade of army officers in full dress. 
Self-exaltation through consecration to the task of defending collective values. Self-testing. 
Perception of high goals. 
 
7º Pisces: Illuminated by a shaft of light, a large cross lies on rocks surrounded by sea and mist. 
Concentration of values amidst the chaos of outer living. Clear light of high realization. Acceptance of 
life's limits. 
 
8º Pisces: A girl blowing a bugle. 
Fullness of life as it manifests in service to the whole. Spiritual socialization. Call to participation in the 
race work. 
 
9º Pisces: The race begins: intent on outdistancing his rivals, a jockey spurs his horse to great speed. 
The capacity of man to throw himself fully into any type of activity. Self-quickening. Premature 
expenditure of energy. 
 
10º Pisces: An aviator in the clouds. 
Transcendence of normal problems. Gaining of celestial responsibilities. Consummation of the highest 
ideals. Coronation. 
 
11º Pisces: Men travelling a narrow path, seeking illumination. 
Introduction of conscious mind to the intuitive soul-realms. Self dedication. Self-awakening; or 
surrender to inner fears. 
 
12º Pisces: An examination of initiates in the sanctuary of an occult brotherhood. 



Inner ordeal before every true seeker. The individual facing collective wisdom. Re-affirmation, of 
purpose. God-revelation. 
 
13º Pisces: A sword, used in many battles, in a museum. 
Courage and fearlessness needed in the quest for spirit and real understanding. Real faith in self; or 
emptiness of dread. 
 
14º Pisces: A lady wrapped in fox fur. 
Necessary superficial advertisement of inner worth. Certification of true merit. Schooled esteem. 
Embarrassing wealth. 
 
15º Pisces: An officer drilling his men in a simulated attack. 
Subjection of outer appearances to real necessities. Potent compulsion of a great task to be 
performed. Opportunity seized. 
 
16º Pisces: In a quite moment, a creative individual experiences the flow of inspiration. 
Subjective source of strength around all manifestation. Communion with accumulated race power. 
Deep, vibrant realization. 
 
17º Pisces: An easter promenade. 
A symbol of "high moments" in life, when man challenges him self and renews his faith in 
circumstances. Self-improvement. 
 
18º Pisces: In a huge tent a famous revivalist conducts his meeting with a spectacular performance. 
Reinforcement of faith which can open up a new environment. A revision of ideas back to source. 
Critical survey of life. 
 
19º Pisces: A master instructing his disciple. 
Body-strengthening function of the soul. Release from race karma. Transmutation of everyday facts 
into intelligence. 
 
20º Pisces: A table set for an evening meal. 
Encompassing richness of experience whenever a particular ordeal is over. Spiritual nourishment. 
Ingathering of forces. 
 
21º Pisces: A little white lamb, a child and a chinese servant. 
Eager probing of the soul into its many potentialities and higher reaches. Self-expansion: or refusal to 
grow in Spirit. 
 
22º Pisces: A prophet bringing down the new law from mount sinai. 
Man's success in meeting the challenge of a new order. Codification of new values. Holding oneself to 
highest standards. 
 
23º Pisces: A 'materializing medium' giving a seance. 
Display of powers which, though physical, transcend our normal awareness. Subjective mastery of, or 



passivity to life-forces. 
 
24º Pisces: An inhabited island. 
Adaptability and inherent creativeness of man. Extreme of surety in self-expression. Centralization of 
supreme forces. 
 
25º Pisces: The purging of the priesthood. 
Ability periodically to cleanse from all selfish dross the channels for spiritual service. True vision. Soul-
reformation. 
 
26º Pisces: A new moon reveals that it's time for people to go ahead with their different projects. 
Polyphony of values as man lives at various levels of consciousness. Inner call to realization. 
Transmutation of meaning. 
 
27º Pisces: A harvest moon illuminates the sky. 
The power of creative visualization. by which great Dreamers transcend outer reality. Complete 
dominance of circumstances. 
 
28º Pisces: A fertile garden under the full moon. 
Normally unnoticed powers released at the fruition of natural processes. Call of universal mind to the 
heart. Fullness. 
 
29º Pisces: Light breaking into many colors as it passes through a prism. 
Capacity of mind to transfer its powers to machinery. Enlargement of perception. A closing-in of 
vision. Subtle analysis. 
 
30º Pisces:A majestic rock formation resembling a face is idealized by a boy who takes it as his ideal 
of greatness, and as he grows up, begins to look like it. 
Eventual concrete manifestation of all higher poetic images and enduring truths of the race. Sure 
culmination of effort. 


